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By Pope Brock

Red Hen Press, United States, 2018. Paperback. Condition: New. Language: English . Brand New
Book. Now that we ve pretty much ruined planet Earth--no big secret--science tells us the human
race could be doomed. Well, not all science, but some of it, enough to have sparked a lively interest
in setting up someplace else. But where? The answer is the moon of course, and that s what this
book explores: the many ways in which today s scientists, entrepreneurs, architects and, yes, a few
loonies are working to get colonies established there ASAP. Filled with research, interviews and
expert projections, these pages reveal how a web of fantastic new technologies could give mankind
a brand new start off-world. The only worm in the ointment is human nature. It s the one thing
pioneers in this business almost never discuss. Yet it s of vital concern: given a second chance on the
moon, will we use it to create at last a sane and peaceful society? Or will we make a desperate hash
of things all over again? Here s your doorway to the moon of tomorrow. Pass through and decide
for yourself.
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ReviewsReviews

This is an awesome publication i have at any time read. Of course, it is play, still an interesting and amazing literature. You will like just how the author
write this book.
-- Pr of . Her ta  Ma nn-- Pr of . Her ta  Ma nn

A whole new eBook with a brand new viewpoint. Yes, it is perform, continue to an interesting and amazing literature. You wont truly feel monotony at
whenever you want of the time (that's what catalogs are for concerning should you ask me).
-- Ma r g ie Ja skolski-- Ma r g ie Ja skolski
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